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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his fundamental paper [Chl ] Chevalley has defined “analogues” over 
arbitrary fields of the complex simple Lie groups. Successive refinements of 
that result led Chevalley [Ch2] and Demazure [De] to associate to every 
reductive group G over C a certain group scheme 8 over Z-hence a 
group functor on the category of all rings-such that B(C) = G; further- 
more, the group scheme 6 in question is characterized in [De] by a few 
simple properties, making 6(R)-for any ring R-the natural analogue of 
the group G over R. 
We recall that reductive groups over C (hence also ChevalleyyDemazure 
group schemes) are classified by data D = (I, A, (cx~)~~,, (h,);,,) consisting 
of a finite set I (which can be viewed as indexing the conjugacy classes of 
maximal parabolic subgroups of the given group), a finitely generated free 
abelian group n (the character group of a maximal torus) and two maps 
i+-+ c(, and i H h, of I in /i and in its Z-dual A”, respectively (bijections of I 
onto corresponding bases of the root system and the dual root system), 
these data being subject only to the condition that the matrix with integral 
coefficients A = (Ar,)i,,t, :=((a,, h,)),,,,, be a Cartan matrix, i.e., that 
(GCM) A,;=2, A,,<0 if i#j and A,,=OoAii=O, 
(Pos) A is the product of a diagonal matrix and a positive definite 
symmetric matrix. 
The matrix A determines the Lie algebra of the derived group of the reduc- 
tive group corresponding to D. 
A matrix A with integral coefficients is called a generalized Cartan matrix 
when it satisfies (GCM). To every such matrix is also associated a Lie 
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algebra L(A)-the corresponding Kac-Moody algebra-which is inlinite- 
dimensional when (Pos) is not satisfied (cf. [Ka 11). The problem of 
attaching groups to such algebras has been first considered by Moody and 
Teo [MT]; among later work dealing with such groups, we mention [Ma; 
Ga2; Ti5; Ti6; KPl; PK; Ti8; KP2; Ka3; Sl] (cf. also the bibliography of 
[Ti8; Ka3]). The results of Chevalley and Demazure mentioned above 
suggest formulating the problem of defining “Kac-Moody groups” in the 
following general terms, as was done in [Ti6; Ti8]: to every system 
D=(13 A9 ((Yi)~~13 (hi),e,)) as above, except that A is only assumed to be a 
generalized Cartan matrix, one wishes to associate a group functor 8, on 
the category of all rings; in particular, to any system D and any ring R 
should naturally correspond a group 6,(R). The papers listed above deal 
with special cases of that last question. Most of them are only concerned 
with ground fields R. Usually, the definitions presented involve the use of 
“external” data, such as a linear representation of the Lie algebra L(A), a 
local field with residue field R or a special Z-form of the universal envelop- 
ing algebra of L(A). In characteristic zero, it is always fairly easy to show 
that the group one obtains (or, at least, its “minimal version”: cf. [Ti8, $41) 
depends only on D and R and not on the other choices made.’ In finite 
characteristic, however, the situation is different. For instance, the 
definitions given in [Ga2] and [Ti5] use a certain Z-form of the universal 
enveloping algebra of L(A) and, although that form appears to be natural 
enough, it is not a priori clear that other choices would not lead to different 
and equally “natural” groups. That that is not the case has been shown,for 
matrices A qf gffine type by relating the constructed groups to algebraic 
groups over local fields (cf. [Ga2; Ti6; Ti8]). 
In this paper, as already in [Ti6], we associate a group functor 8, (on 
the category of all rings) to every system D of the kind described above, 
but our new definition, given in Section 3, is simpler and more direct than 
that of [Ti6]: it is based on a presentation “a la Steinberg” of the 
KacMoody groups which was conjectured by E. Abe in characteristic zero 
(the only reference I know of for that conjecture is an unpublished paper of 
Morita [MO], where the conjecture is proved in the rank 2 case). Further- 
more, we state a few axioms (cf. Sect. 2) which, it seems, should hold for 
any reasonable extension of the Chevalley-Demazure schemes to the 
KacMoody situation, and we show (Theorem 1) that any functor satisfy- 
ing those axioms coincide with 6, over,fields. 
’ In characteristic zero, the definitions of [MT; Ti5; KPl; KP2] are basically free from 
external choices. To be sure, [KPl] achieves this independence by a formal trick which 
amounts to considering all “integrable” linear representations at once, but results of [KPZ] 
show that, modulo center, the same group is provided by any sufliciently general represen- 
tation. 
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Let us mention here that that axiomatic characterization of Kac-Moody 
groups provides an easy answer to certain “recognition problems.” For 
instance, it is not a priori clear from the construction of [Chl] that the 
Chevalley groups of classical types A,, B,, C,, D, are isomorphic with the 
corresponding (adjoint) classical groups; that it is indeed so is of course 
well known, and has been proved in various ways (cf. [Re; Di; He] or, for 
a geometric approach, [Ti3]), but our Theorem 1 gives a uniform and 
quick procedure for verifying the fact in a purely routine fashion. Similarly, 
it can be applied to Kac-Moody groups of alIine type, which also have 
“classical” interpretations (cf. [Ga2; Ti6; Ti8, Appendix 23: these papers do 
not deal, as the present one, with the “minimal version” of the Kac-Moody 
groups, so that our Theorem 1 does not apply directly, but it enables one 
to obtain concrete descriptions of the minimal groups in question similar to 
those of the cited papers, and from which the results of those papers can be 
deduced by a suitable completion procedure. 
We deduce Theorem 1 (in Sect. 6) from another, purely group theoretical 
result (Theorem 2), established in Section 5. There, we investigate an 
axiomatic set-up which promises to be of interest beyong the standard 
Kac-Moody theory; for instance, it should also apply to (suitably defined) 
twisted KacMoody groups. An important feature of that situation is that 
it leads to groups endowed with two distinct BN-pairs having the same 
group N. When the Weyl group is finite, the two BN-pairs are conjugate 
(their groups B are opposite “Bore1 subgroups”) and the structures we are 
considering are essentially equivalent to BN-structures (with finite Weyl 
groups). But it is no longer so in general, and the new structure turns out 
to be much richer than that consisting of a single BN-pair. Such “double 
BN-pairs” were already considered, but not really axiomatized, in [Ti6, 
Sect. 61. The “relined Tits systems” introduced by Kac and Peterson in 
[KP2] are, roughly speaking, in the same relation to our systems as the 
“split BN-pairs” are to BN-pairs in general. 
2. AXIOMS. A FIRST APPROXIMATION OF THE MAIN RESULT 
The following notation will be used throughout Sections 2, 3,4, and 6. 
We choose a system D = (I, A, (~l,)!~ ,, (!z~)~, ,) as in the Introduction; in 
particular, the matrix A = (AV)i,i, ,, with A, = (cz,, hi) is assumed to be a 
generalized Cartan matrix. Unless otherwise specified, all functors we shall 
consider will be over the category of all commutative rings (cf. 
Remark 3.10(d)), and R will always denote such a ring. We let 2 be the 
group functor (split torus scheme) Hom(/i, !J.IIult), defined by 
2(R) = Hom(/i, Rx ). 
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We shall be interested in systems ij = (6, ((P,)~~,, q) consisting of a 
group functor 6, homomorphisms cpi: 6& -+ 8 indexed by Z and a 
homomorphism 4: 2 + 6; here, 6!1?~ is the group functor defined by 
-L(R)= a,b,c,deR;ad-bc=l 
The conditions imposed on 3, which we shall now state, are natural exten- 
sions of fundamental properties of the ChevalleyyDemazure group 
schemes: in that special case, 6 is the group scheme in question, ~(2) is a 
maximal split torus and the (~~(69~) are the quasi-simple subgroup 
schemes of rank one corresponding to the simple roots. 
(KMGl ) Zf R is afield, B(R) is generated by the images of q,(R) and 
v(R). 
(N.B. This should hold because we consider the “minimal version” of 
KaccMoody groups: cf. [Ti8, Sect. 41.) 
(KMG2) For all R, the homomorphism q(R): 2(R) + B(R) is injec- 
tive. 
(KMG3) For ieZ and rE R, one has q,(h ,.!,)=q(r”‘), where r”, 
denotes the element At--+ rhl(i) of ‘Z( R). 
(KMG4) [f 1 is an injection of a ring R in a field K, then 
S(z): 8(R) -+ (ti( K) is injective. 
A last axiom relates 6 to the (complex) Kac-Moody algebra L(A). We 
recall that this is the Lie algebra generated by 3.Card Z elements e,,f;, E, 
(i E I) with the following presentation: 
CL;, e,l = A,,e,, CE;,f,l = -Ai,f,3 CL,, fi,l =O, Ce,,.f;l = -g,, (1) 
for i #j, [e&l = 0, (ad e,)- AJ~+‘(e,)= (adf;)P”J~+‘(,f,)=O. (2) 
(KMGS) There is a homomorphism Ad: B(C) +Aut L(A) whose 
kernel is contained in q(T(C)), such that, for c E C, 
Ad(q,(A i))=expadcr,, Ad(q,(i. y))=expad(-cji.). 
and, for t E Z(C), 
Ad(rl(t))(eJ = t(d. err Wdt))(fifi) = -t(a,) .f;. 
Our main result is that if K is a field, the existence of a system 3 satisfying 
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the conditions (KMl) to (KM5) characterizes the group B(K) up to unique 
isomorphism, provided that that group is not “too small,” in a sense to be 
made precise in the next section (cf: Theorem l(ii)). 
3. THE FUNCTOR @,.STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
3.1. The Weyl Group 
For i, jE I, set m,, = 1 and, if i # j, rnV = 2, 3, 4, 6, or cc according as 
A,Aii=O, 1,2, 3, or 24. Set M=(mii)i,.j~, and let W= W(M) be the 
Coxeter group defined by the presentation 
(sil ig1, (s~s~)~‘/= 1 when m,# KI). 
3.2. Roots 
Consider the vector space Q’ whose canonical basis is denoted by 
(ai)it 19 and let W operate on Q’ by s,(aj) = aj- Aoai. Let @ = @(A) be the 
set of all elements of Q’ of the form wai, with iE I and w E W. The elements 
of @ are usually called “real roots,” Weyl roots” or “principal roots” (of 
L(A)); we shall simply call them roots, because the so-called “imaginary 
roots” will play little role here. In the few cases where we shall have to refer 
to ail (“real” and “imaginary”) roots in the sense of Kac and Moody (cf. 
[Kal I), we shall use the name KM-roots. Every root a is an integral linear 
combination of the a,‘s, the coefftcients of which are all positive or all 
negative; the root a is said to be positive or negative accordingly. 
We say that a set of roots Y is prenilpotent if there exist w, w’ in W such 
that all elements of w(Y) are positive and all elements of w’(Y) are 
negative; if, moreover, Y is closed, that is, if a E Y, b E Y, and a + b E @ 
imply a + h E Y, then we say that Y is nilpotent. (N.B. It is easily seen that 
if a pair of roots {a, b} is prenilpotent and if a + h is a KM-root then it is a 
root.) 
The group W acts on A by s;(A) = ,I - (A, h,) . ai. For any root a = wai, 
we set a, = wa,; this is an element of A depending only on a and not on the 
special choice of i and w. 
3.3. The Root Subalgebras and Their Double Bases E, 
Since Cfi + Chi + Ce, is a Lie subalgebra of L(A) of type SL,, which 
operates on L(A) via the adjoint representation, one has 
exp ad ei. exp ad j’, . exp ad ei = exp ad f,. exp ad e, . exp ad f, 
(where exp ad e, and exp ad f, make sense because ad e, and ad f, are 
locally nilpotent endomorphisms of the vector space L(A): cf. [Kal I), and 
the common value of the two members is an automorphism of the Lie 
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algebra which we denote by ST. Let W* be the subgroup of Aut L(A) 
generated by all $7. It is well known that the map ST + si extends to a 
homomorphism v: W* -+ W. 
The following assertion is essentially contained in [Ti3, 13.311 (cf. in 
particular, the remark at the end of Sect. 13.31). 
(3.3.1) If i, i’ E I and w E W are such that wai = a,,, then there exist two 
sequences of elements of Z (i = ii, i, ,..., i, = i’) and (j, ,..., j, ~ 1), and a 
sequence qf elements wk E (s,,, s,,J for k = l,..., m - 1, such that for all 
k wk (a,, I= a,, + , (hence i, + , = i, or j,). 
From this, we readily deduce: 
(3.3.2) [f i, jEZ and w* E W* are such that v(w*)(a,) =ai. then 
w*({e,, -e;}) = {e,,, -e;,}. 
Indeed, by (3.3.1), it suffices to verify (3.3.2) when v(w*) E (s,, s,) for some 
j, in which case the assertion is well known. 
Finally, it follows from (3.3.2) that, for iE I and w* E W*, the set 
W*( {e,, - e, ) )-a pair of opposite elements of L( A )-depends only on the 
root a = v(w*)(a;); we call it E, and denote by L, the subalgebra of L(A) it 
generates, also called the root subalgebra of L(A) corresponding to the root 
a. 
3.4. The Group Schemes U, 
We denote by II,, for a E @‘, the group scheme over Z isomorphic to ‘9lbb 
and whose Lie algebra is the Z-subalgebra L,,. of L(A) generated by E,: 
this characterizes U, up to unique isomorphism (the group U,(R) can be 
identified with the additive group of L, z @ R). 
Let Y be a nilpotent set of roots. The sum L V = 0 (‘t Y L,. is a nilpotent 
Lie algebra. Let U,,, denote the unipotent (hence simply connected) com- 
plex algebraic group whose Lie algebra is L,; again, this characterizes U, 
uniquely. The following proposition, which will be proved in Section 4, is 
an extension to Kac-Moody algebras of a fundamental result of Chevalley 
(the integrality of the constants C,,,> in [Chl]). 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a uniquely defined group scheme U Y con- 
taining all U,. for c E Y, whose “generic fibre” U Y(C) is the group U, and 
such that, for any order put on !P, the product morphism n,,, p U, + U V is 
an isomorphism of the underlying schemes. 
In more elementary (but somewhat less precise) terms, this means that, 
with respect to a “canonical coordinate system of the second kind” defined 
by means of a basis of L, extracted from U, E Y E,., the commutation 
relations in U, have integral coefftcients. 
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3.5. An Example 
The following example shows that, unlike in the case of (tinite-dimen- 
sional) Chevalley schemes, any integer can occur in the commutation 
relations defining the groups schemes U,. Suppose I= (0, 1 > and 
A=(‘, ;I), where n is an arbitrary non-vanishing natural number. 
Set a=a,+a,=s,(a,), e,=s,*(e,), and (Y=(-al,a,,a}. This set Y 
is nilpotent since s1 Y = {a,, a,+(n- l)a,, a,+na,}, whereas s,s,Y = 
s, ( - Y) = -s , Y. The algebra CfO + Ch, + Ce, E SL, operates on 
Ce, + Ce, (via the adjoint representation of L(A)), and familiar com- 
putations in G!&(C) show that [e,, e,] = s,*(e,) = e,. Therefore, 
[fi, e,] = - [fi, [e,, eo]] = - [hi, e,] = ne,. From this, one deduces 
right away that, if x0, x ~, , X, denote the isomorphisms of 2IUbb onto UUO, 
u mu,, U, attached (in the obvious way) to the bases (e,), (f,), (e,) of the 
Lie algebras of those schemes, the commutation relations defining U, 
(besides the group structures of the three additive factors) are 
(x,(t), x I(f)) = (%(t), x,(f)) = 1, 
(cl(t), x,(t’))=x,(ntt’). 
3.6. The Group Functor 6, 
In order to describe the group functor 8, which will play a central role 
in our main theorem, we first introduce the Steinberg group functor 
Gt = Gt, (it depends only on the generalized Cartan matrix A and not on 
the full data D), defined as the inductive limit of the functors U, and 
u B(U, b), where a E @, {a, 6) runs over all prenilpotent pairs of roots and 
&a, 6) = (Na + Nb) n @, relative to all canonical injections U,. + U,,, b) for 
CE d(a, b). By this, we mean, of course that, for every ring R, the group 
Et(R) is the inductive limit of the system of group U,(R), U,,,,,,(R) and 
maps U,.(R) -+ I&, hj(R) (cf. [Se, 1.1.11). 
A more “down to earth” but less canonical way of expressing the above 
definition is as follows. For every root a, let us choose an element e, in E,, 
to which there corresponds a well-defined isomorphism x,: ‘9IUbb -+ U,. For 
every prenilpotent pair of roots {a, b}, let us choose a total order in the 
finite set @a, b) - (a, b}. Then, there are well-defined integers k(a, 6; c) 
such that, for any ring R and any r, r’ E R, the following commutation 
relation holds inside U,(,,,, (R): 
(x,(r), x,(r’)) = fl x,.(k(a, b; c) rmr’n), 
C=WZ~+dJ 
where c = ma +nb runs over d(a, 6) - {a, 6). Now, we can describe Gt(R) 
as the group “generated by IIotG U,(R) and defined by the relations above 
and the multiplication tables of the individual U,(R),” or, in more correct 
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terms, as the quotient of the free product of the groups U,(R) by the 
smallest normal subgroup containing all elements 
xh(r’)x,(r)Xh(--‘)X,(--r). n x,. (k(a, 6; c) rmrrn), (3) 
c =mu+nh 
for r, r’ E R, {a, h} a prenilpotent pair and c as above. 
For every iEZ, sy (cf. 3.3) is an automorphism of the Lie algebra L(A) 
which permutes the L, and the E,; therefore, it induces an automorphism 
of the functor 6t, which we again denote by SF. Similarly, the 
automorphism of 2(R) = Hom(A, R) induced by si will also be denoted by 
.~,.SetU,=U,IandU_,=U~,,letx,:(2lbb~U,andx~i:~Ibb~U~,bethe 
isomorphisms associated to ei and ,f,, for r E Rx, let S,(r) be the canonical 
image of the product xi(r)1 i(r-‘)xi(r) in 6t(R) and set Si=Sj(l) (an 
abuse of notation, since this will be an element of W(R) for all R). We are 
now ready to define 6,(R)=@(R): it is the quotient of the free product 
Gt(R)*T(R) of 6t(R) and 2(R) by the smallest normal subgroup contain- 
ing the canonical images of the following elements, where iE I, r E R, 
t E 2(R), and rhl is defined as in axiom (KMG3) of Section 2: 
t.x,(r).t~‘.r,(t(~~).r) ‘, (4) 
S;t.S; l.@,(t))-‘, (5) 
S,(r)-‘.3;rh’ for r # 0, (6) 
.T, u . s, --‘.,yT(u)-’ for u E U,(R), aE@. (7) 
3.7. Remarks 
In the following remarks, in order to simplify the language, we identify 
the groups U,(R) with their canonical images in 6t(R); similarly, the 
image of 3, in Gt(R) is also denoted by s”,. This is no great abuse of 
language because it can be shown that the canonical homomorphisms 
U,(R) -+ Gt(R) are injective, but the reader who is not willing to admit 
that fact may restore complete rigour by adding “the canonical image of” 
wherever necessary. 
(a) Let ic I and a E @, suppose err E E, and e,,(,, E E,s,,,, chosen so 
that es,(o) =s,*(e,) and let x,: ‘Ubb + U,(R), x,,(,,: ‘9lIbb -+ U,,,,,(R) be the 
corresponding isomorphisms. Then, using (4)-(7), one sees that the follow- 
ing element of 6t(R) “is a relation in G(R),” i.e., belongs to the kernel of 
the canonical map Gt(R) + 6(R): 
si(r).X,(r’).S,(r)~l.X,(,)(r<a,,hl>.r’) forrER,r’ER. (7’) 
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Let Oi denote the set of all roots a such that the elements (7’) are already 
equal to 1 in (St(R). In other, more suggestive words, 0, consists of all 
roots u for which the relations (7’thence in particular the relations 
(7)-“are consequences of the relations (3).” We want to show that 0, may 
be rather big. 
(a,) If a # +a, and if (Za+ Za,) n a6 isfinite, then a belongs to Oi. 
Indeed, suppose, for instance, that a is positive (the case where it is 
negative is treated similarly) and let b be the positive root which, together 
with ai, forms a basis of the root system (Za+ Za,) n @. Set 
Y= B(a,, 6) - {ai} = O( --ai, s;(b)) - { -ui>. In Gt(R), the group U,(R) is 
normalized by U,(R) and U-,(R), and the relations (3) determine how 
elements of those two groups, hence also S,(r), act by conjugation on 
U,(R). Now, the conjugate of x,(r’) by S,(r) inside U,(R) cannot be but 
X,(a) (r <a&). r’) as is easily shown by direct computations on the Lie 
algebra, or using the existence of a Chevalley group scheme whose root 
system is (Za + Za,) n CD. 
(a*) Let @, be a finite semisimple closed subsystem of @. Suppose that 
Oi contains a basis of QI and its opposite. Then, Oi contains aI. 
The proof is easy. 
The following assertions are immediate consequences of (a,) and (a,). 
(a3) 0-j~ I- 1’1 I is such that m,i is finite, then +a, E Oi. If moreover 
m,i # 2, then +a, E Oi. 
Finally, we state 
(a,) Suppose that all m, are finite. Then, for any given i, 
O,=@-{fai} ifmii=2forallj#i,andOi=@otherwise. 
The first assertion is obvious. To prove the second one, one uses (a3) and 
(a2) and shows by induction on the length of an element w of W that 
w( +ai) belongs to Oi for all j. 
(b) The group 2(R) operates on Gt(R) in the obvious way: an 
element t of 2(R) acts on the additive group U,(R) by multiplication by 
t(a) (this does not depend on the chosen isomorphism 2Ibb + U,). NOW, 
g(R) can also be described as the quotient of the semi-direct product 
2(R) K Gt(R) by the relations (5), (6), (7). When the set Oi of Remark (a) 
is the whole of @ for all i, the relations (7’) “hold in St(R)” and this 
implies, as one sees immediately, that the elements (5), (6) of the semi- 
direct product centralize each U,(R). Thus, when Oi = @for all i, the kernel 
of the canonical homomorphism Gt(R) + B(R) is central. 
(c) Suppose that the hi generate A”: this is the “simply connected 
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case,” in a weak sense (the strong sense would be that (hi)i,, is a basis of 
A” ). Then, the relations (6) imply the surjectivity of Gt(R) -+ B(R). ZJ 
furthermore, Oi= @ for all i, then (by (b)) Gt(R) is a central extension of 
B(R). When W is finite and R is a field, this, together with the fact that 
E(R) is then the corresponding Chevalley group, is a famous result of 
Steinberg [St, 3.11. Under mild restrictions on the base field, Steinberg 
also shows, in his case (lot. cit., 4.1), that Gt(R) is the universal central 
extension of G(R). It can be shown that a similar result holds when the 
generalized Cartan matrix A is of irreducible affine type and rank 2 3 (in 
order to ensure that Oi= @ for all i). I do not know what happens in 
general. 
(d) Let i,j be two distinct elements of I such that rnV is finite, and set 
i’ = i or j according as rnU is even or odd. Then, it is well known that the 
product of m,- 1 factors s:s,*s,?... maps e, and f, onto ej and f, respectively 
(this follows for instance from [Ti2, 2.2 (4) and 2.4, Proposition 31). In 
view of Remark (a,), this implies that in Gt(R), one has 
.y;gj3,. . = sp;s1, ‘. . ) 
where both members have m, factors. 
(e) The special case of (7) for a = ai is 
S, . x;(r). S, ’ . x ~ ;(r) - ‘. (7,) 
When R is afield, the relations (4), (5), (6), and (7,), for a given i, imply 
that, if‘ a,, r, Si denote the images of U,(R), 2(R), Si in i&R), then the set -- -- 
o,.?, TU, u U, T is a subgroup of 6(R). 
(f) The integers k(a, b; c) appearing in relation (3) are computable, 
once the elements e, E E, have been explicitly chosen (the choice can be 
specified by means of equations of the form e, = sjTsz ... sI*, (ce,), with given 
E = f 1). When the prenilpotent pair {a, b} is not contained in a finite, sim- 
ple subsystem of @, U, and U,, “often” commute (but not always: cf. 3.5). 
3.8. An Alternative Presentation of i%(R) 
In view of the relations (7) and the fact that every root can be written as 
w(a,) for some i E I and some w E W, the group e(R) is also a quotient of 
the free product 5,(R) of the groups U,(R), U ~ JR) and 2(R). We are not 
going to write explicitly a set of defining relations in terms of those 
generators, but we shall at least indicate how such a set can be obtained: 
this information will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1 (cf. Sect. 6). 
The elements of b(R) defined by the same formulas as Fi(r) and sli will be 
represented by the same symbols. For each root a, let us choose an 
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expression a = si,siz ... si,(ui) and, if the element e, chosen to write the 
relations (3) is equal to szs$ ... $(&e,) with E = f 1, define the element 
x,(r) of b(R) as the conjugate of xj(.sr) by ii, s”, . . . S,. This, then, gives a 
meaning to the relations (3) (as elements of 5(R)). We leave the relations 
(4), (5), (6) unchanged and, as for (7), we only keep the special case (7,) 
(all in I) which still has a meaning in 5(R). Our claim is that the quotient 
(S’(R) of a(R) by the relations just described is nothing else but Q(R). More 
precisely, there is an isomorphism CC B(R) + &i(R) such that the following 
diagram, in which all other maps are the obvious ones, is commutative: 
Gt( R)&(R) 
/ \ 
@S(R) B @J(R) 
(fit(R) 
To prove that, we only have to show that the elements (7) of 
(St(R)*%(R) belong to the kernel of p. For a E @, r E R and i E Z, let x:(r), 
x:(r) and s: denote the common images by p and 6 of the elements x,(r), 
xi(r) and Si of (St(R)*%(R) and s(R). Let @ be the group defined by the 
following presentation: a system of generators called (again!) 3,, with in Z, 
and the relations (8) of 3.7(d), for m, # co. This group operates on 
Gt(R)*%(R), on B’(R) and on the union of all E, in the obvious way: the 
“generator” Si acts respectively via the conjugation by the element s”; of 
Gt(R), via the conjugation by si. and via si *. the action exists because of the , 
relations (8), their images in 6’(R) and the analogous relations, known to 
be true (cf. [Ti2]) for the ~7. We want to prove the following statement 
which clearly implies that the elements (7) belong to Ker fi, as required: 
if aE@, iEZ, WE @‘and EE(*~} are such that e,=E.w(e;), 
then w(x:(r)) =x:(&r) for all rE R. (*I 
It follows from the definition of x,(r) (as an element of a(R)) that, for each 
a E CD, there exist i E Z, w E W, and E E { + 1 } for which (*) holds. Thus, we 
only have to show that, for any other i’ E Z, w’ E I? and E’ E { + 1 } such that 
e, = E’ . w’(e,,), one has w(x:(r)) = ~‘(1:. (E’r)). In other words, we must only 
establish (*) in the special case where a = ai,. Moreover, in view of (3.3.1), 
we may assume that w belongs to the group generated by Si and $j for some 
Jo Z (necessarily equal to i’ if i’ # i). But then, (*) is the “image by /3” of the 
similar statement in (St(R), and that statement holds trivially if mv= 2 and 
is a consequence of Remark 3,7(a,) otherwise. 
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3.9. Statement of the Main Theorem 
Let a+ (R) (resp. aP (R)) d enote the subgroup of G(R) generated by all 
U,(R) for a positive (resp. negative), and let X, (resp. x-) be the 
homomorphism r++ (A ;) (resp rH (j y)) of cUbb in 6Q!,. 
THEOREM 1. Let $J= (8, ((Pi)ict, n) b e a system satisfying the axioms 
(KMGl) to (KMGS) of Section 2. 
(i) There exists a unique homomorphism of group functors II: 6 -+ 6 
such that the canonical map 2 + 6 followed by 71 coincides with n and that 
the composed map ‘WIT -+ U +, -+ 6 + 6 is the same as (pi 0 x *. 
(ii) Zf K is a field, then z(K) is an isomorphism unless cp,(G&(K)) is 
contained in ~(a+ (K)) or in n(aP (K)) for some i. 
3.10. Remarks 
(a) The following variant of Theorem 1, though involving more cumber- 
some data and hypotheses than the theorem itself, is handier for the 
application to the “recognition problems” mentioned in the introduction, 
as it avoids the awkward verification of the relations 
cpi(W(K)) @ Jo+ (W” u- (K)). 
Here, besides the system 5, we suppose given two subgroup functors U, 
and UP of 8, subject to the following conditions. 
(KMG6) The group U, (C) (resp. U (C)) is the derived group of the 
stabilizer in B(C) of the subalgebra of L(A) generated by all ei (resp. fi); 
here, B(C) operates on L(A) through the “adjoint representation” Ad of 
(KMGS). 
(KMG7) Zf p is an injection of a ring R in a field K, then U, (R) is 
the inoerse image of U, (K) by 8(p): B(R)+B(K). 
(KMG8) The group U + (K) is pronilpotent for all fields K. 
Furthermore, in order to avoid possible degeneracies over tiny fields, we 
add the following axiom which, however, is a consequence of (KMG2) and 
(KMG3) when Card K>4: 
(KMG9) Zf K is a field, the kernel of q,(K): GP,(K)+(li(K) is 
central in G&(K) for all i. 
Under these conditions, we have: 
THEOREM 1’. (i’) Asserion (i) of Theorem 1 holds and ~(a+ (R)) c 
U+(R) for all R. 
(ii’) If K is a field, then n(K): G,(K) + B(K) is an isomorphism. 
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Let US show that Theorem 1’ is a consequence of Theorem 1. The 
relation rr(a + (R)) c U, (R) holds for R = C by (KMG6), hence for any 
finitely generated free commutative ring by (KMG7), hence for any finitely 
generated ring by functoriality, hence for any ring R because every element 
of a + (R) is contained in the image of the canonical map g, (R’) + a, (R) 
for some finitely generated subring R’ of R. Now, in view of (KMG9), 
cp;(GQ,(K)) is not pronilpotent, therefore, by (KMG8) and the inclusion 
just proved, cp,( 6f!!, (K)) is not contained in rc(fi k (K)), and (ii’) follows 
from the assertion (ii) of Theorem 1. 
(b) Using highest weight modules and the Z-form of the enveloping 
algebra of L(A) constructed in Section 4 below, one can show that, for all 
data D, there exist systems (g,U,) satisfying the axioms (KMGl) to 
(KMG9) (and even the strengthenings of (KMG4), (KMG7) and (KMG9) 
where K is allowed to be an arbitrary commutative ring). If one considers 
only entire rings (see the following remark), another existence proof can be 
given along the lines of [TiS], using [Ti7]. 
(c) To simplify the exposition, we have assumed that our functor 3 was 
defined over the category of all rings, but it may be useful to note that, as 
the proof of $6 shows, Theorem 1 remains valid over any category 3! of 
commutative rings with the following property: for any R E W, there exists 
a family of morphisms pP: R, + R in PX such that all R, are subrings of C 
and any finite subset of R V Rx is the image by pP of a subset of R, II R; 
for some p. (Of course, the statement of Theorem 1 must be modified in the 
obvious way: in (i), restrict 6 to 2 and in (ii), take K in .%.) One can for 
instance, as in [Ti6; Ti8], take for a the category of all principal rings. 
(d) The notation and hypotheses being as in Remark (a), it is easily 
seen that, if R is u field, one has rc(fi k (R)) = U k (R). But this is, in general, 
no longer true for a ring R which is not a field. In other words, U + (R) is 
usually strictly bigger than the subgroup of B(R) generated by the 
“positive root groups,” images by rt of the subgroups U,(R) of g(R), for a 
positive. An example will show this. Suppose that I= { 0, 1) and that n and 
A’ can be identified with Z in such a way that txO = -2, CI~ = 2, h, = - 1, 
h,=l (thus, A=(:, ;‘)). Then, it is known that, if K is a field, 
B(K) E 6& (K[t, t - ‘I). For a suitable identification of those two groups, 
U + (K) coincides with the following subgroup of 6P2 (K[ t, t -~ ’ ] ): 
a b 
K > 
c d ~G2~(K[t])la- l,d=l,c=O (mod t) 
which is the free product of 
{(A f)lbEKCtl} and {(L y)lctf.KCtl} 
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(cf., e.g., [TilO, 15.61). Now, let R be, a subring of K whose field of 
quotients is K and let r, r’ E R, with Y # 0. The matrix 
( 
1 + trr’ 
- tr2r’ lIrjrrf)=(Jr Y)(i ‘r’)(t :) 
belongs to U+(K) and to B(R), hence to U + (R), by (KMG7). On the 
other hand, that same matrix is also equal to 
(I: -;--I)(-:,,. ;)(; ‘J 
and by the free product decomposition, it belongs to the group generated 
by the positive root groups only if r-l E R. 
However, if instead of the “minimal version” of the Kac-Moody groups 
one considers the “formal” one (cf. [Ti8, Sect. 4]), the group one has to 
consider is 6(R)= U!!,(R((t))), and the subgroup U, (R), defined in the 
obvious way, is topologically generated by the positive root groups when 
the ring R is principal. 
(e) After the completion of this paper, I learned that Olivier Mathieu 
has made what appears to be an important step towards the definition of 
the “rigth group functor 8” attached to D in associating to any such data 
some “Z-algebraic groups” 23 (Bore1 subgroups) and ‘pi (minimal 
parabolic subgroups) described in terms of Hopf algebras. His 23 certainly 
corresponds, in our notation, to a natural choice for the group functor 
2U + , and it must, in all probability, contain our group schemes U, as 
closed subgroup schemes. I have not seen the detail of his work. 
4. A Z-FORM OF THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA OF L(A) 
4.1. Let L(D) denote the Lie algebra generated by L, = A” @C and two 
sets indexed by Z, {eJiEZ}, {filiEZj, and defined by the relations (2) of 
Section 2 and 
C~,, LJ = 0, [h, ei] = cri(h). ei, 
Cei,fil = --A,@ 1, 
[Ih,fil= -at(h) ‘si, 
for h E L,. Thus, if (hj)i,, is a basis of /iv, L(D) is nothing else but L(A). 
We shall work with L(D) rather than with its special case L(A); this will be 
of little importance in this paper, but the slightly more general 
Proposition 2 we shall establish that way (at no extra cost) may 
occasionally be useful. 
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4.2. Let L, (resp. LP ) be the sugalgebra of L(D) generated by all e, 
(resp.f,). It is well known (cf., e.g., [Ka2]) that, as a module, L(D) is the 
direct sum of L ~, L,, and L + . We denote by &., a,-.-, @c.,O, and SQ + 
the universal enveloping algebras of L(D), L-, L,, and L,. From the 
preceding assertion, it follows that the product mapping 
is bijective. 
4.3. For any element ME %c and any positive integer n we denote 
by uCt11 the reduced power (n!))’ u” and we set (z)= 
(n!))’ u(u- l)...(u--n+ 1). For FEZ, let %; (resp. +Xj) be the subring 
C, ZeC”] (resp. C, Zf/nl) of @,-, let %YO be the subring of @e,, generated by 
all (b), for 2 E A” and n E N, and let uli,,(;, be the subring C,, Z(:;) of eO. A 
straightforward and standard computation (cf., e.g., [ Bo2, VIII. 12.5, 
Lemma 31) shows that, for J. E /i”, m E N, n E N and i E Z, one has 
and 
consequently, 
%o.%+i=%ki.@(J. (9) - 
From this relation and [Bo2, VIII.12.5, Lemme 41, we deduce that 
4.4. By a Z-form of a C-algebra %c, we understand a subring !z of .?& 
such that the canonical map X Q C -+ Xc is bijective. Let % , uzi, and @ 
denote the subrings of &, ~, %.+ and ?I& respectively generated by all a[, 
by all a!+ and by a-, S& and a+. Using the standard grading of %Q- 
(defined by deg e, = -degf, = 1 and deg L, = (O}), it is not hard to show 
that Uzc, is a Z-form of ec,*. Then, the following proposition (which is 
part of Proposition 1 of [TiS, 1.31) implies that % is a Z-form of ec. We 
note that this Z-form was first considered in a special case by Garland 
[Gal]. 
PROPOSITION 2. The product map % @ qO 0 uli, ---* % is bijective. 
It is of course injective, by 4.2., therefore we only have to prove that its 
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image, call it %‘, is the whole of a. Let us first show, by induction on m, 
that if i, i, ,..., i, is a sequence of m + 1 elements of I, then 
a,;ei2. ... .qmim’e ,C(JiLi~q).4Y,. (11) 
When m = 1, this follows from (10) if i, = i and from the relation 
[e,,,j;.] = 0 otherwise. In the general case, sucessive applications of the 
induction hypothesis and (9) allow us to write 
“&,. ..’ .qqm.~~~ico2! .@ :“&.q, c”u~i~Jq&~~,~@!o~~+ I, -I 
c@ , .%I.@+, 
hence ( 11). Clearly, (11) implies that %’ contains a’ . %! .., for all i. Since it 
also contains @!‘. 0%; (obviously) and @’ . %$, (by (9)) it contains @‘. a. 
Q.E.D. 
4.5. From now on, ST will denote the automorphism of L(D) defined by 
the same equivalent formulas as in 3.3, except that L(D) replaces L(A), and 
also the automorphism of %c it induces. 
The Lie algebra L(D) has a (LIZa,)-grading defined by deg L, = {0}, 
deg r, = ai and deg,f, = -ai. The degrees which effectively occur are the 
KM-roots (cf. 3.2.). For UE @, the obvious canonical homomorphism 
L(A) -+ L(D) maps the subalgebra L, of L(A) (cf. 3.3) bijectively onto the 
space of homogeneous elements of L(D) of degree a; we identify L, and, in 
particular, E, with its image in L(D) and we denote by eI, the subring 
c, zeCn’ of “kc for e E E,. We recall that ad ei is a locally nilpotent 
derivation of L(D), hence also of 011,. From [Bo2, VIII.12.5, Lemme 21, it 
follows that 
J& is stable by (ad e,)“/n! for all n, hence by exp ad e, and, 
similarly, by exp adf,, hence by s,*. (12) 
Consequently, ?&U is a subring of @ for all a. 
4.6. Let M’ = si, . ... s,, be an element of W of length 1 (which means 
that the product on the right-hand side is a reduced expression of w). For 
k = l,..., 1, set h, = (s,, . . . s,~ ,)(a,,). Since a, is the only positive KM-root 
which s, transforms into a negative one, h, ,..., b, are precisely all positive 
KM-roots which w ’ transforms into negative ones. Set w* = .Y:. .. . . $: 
this is an automorphism of L(D) (and of %c) depending only on w and 
not on the chosen reduced decomposition of w (a fact which we state 
only to justify the following notation but which will not be used 
otherwise). Set %,!. = %+nw*(J~&), %,:, =‘%+~NJ*(@+), L,.= L+nw*(L_), 
and, for i E I and h E @, set ,@,I,‘= @,t = %+ n ST (%!+ ), L: = L + n s,*(L + ), and 
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let ec.,,., 6&,b, a&,, be the universal enveloping algebras of L,, L,, L:. By 
the remarks just made on ai and b ,,..., h,, we have 
L, =Ce,@Lj (as a vector space), 
L,, = 6 L& (id), 
k=l 
from which follows that 
the product maps &o,,, 0 @& + %-,.+ and 
@c,,, @ . . @ @c,,, + %o,,, are bijective. (13) 
By 4.2, we also have 
LEMMA 1. (i) For iE I, the product maps %,Q @/‘i’- %+ and 
~2; @ “ri, + a+ are bijective. 
(ii) The product maps 6&b, @ . . @ 6&,, + 6&W and eb, @ . @ ab, -+ aw, 
are bijective. 
By symmetry, it suffices of course to prove the assertions for the maps 
Qi@&/-%, and ab,O ... OG&-@,,,. 
Proof of(i). It is known (and rather obvious) that L, = Cej normalizes 
the subalgebra L: of L(D). In other words, L:, and consequently also %&, 
is stable by ad e,, hence also by (ad e,)“/n! for all n. But we have, as an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 2, a+ = & n 4&, + , hence, by (12) 
and (14), %;= % n %&,;. It follows, again by (12), that %; is stable by 
(ad e,)“/(n!), and [ Bo2, VIII.12.5, Lemma 21 allows us to write 
Let now Y denote the image of the product map ai@%,! + %+. The 
inclusion (15) implies that 
Y. ecnl c V + 1 V. eFk3, 
k=l 
hence, by induction on n, V. eC”l c Y. Since Iv-. er”] is also contained in 
Y for j # i (because then, e,Cn] ; @i), we have Y “a, c Y, i.e., -Y- 3 4,) 
which means that the product map ei@ UlG,! -+ %+ is surjective. Since it is 
also injective, by (13) assertion (i) is proved. 
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Proof of (ii). Again by (13), we only have to show that the product 
map %b,Q ... Oab, + %w is surjective. The proof will proceed by induction 
on 1. Set w’ = si, w and bb = si, (bk) for k = 2,..., I, and let u be an element of 
@,. We must show that u belongs to the image of the map in question. In 
view of (13), we can write u = c,“=, el,jluj for some n EN, where each ui 
belongs to the image of the product map %!,-,l@ ... 0 %&, -+ a,-, hence 
to s$(%~,..,). By (i), already proved, each ui also belongs to @‘:, and, in par- 
ticular, to a. Therefore, .$ ~~ ’ (u,) belongs to Qc, ,,., n @ = “21,..  and the 
induction hypothesis implies that .rz-’ (u,) belongs to the image of the 
product map +Ybi 0 . . . @ %$,; + @,V,. Consequently, uj belongs to the image 
of the product maps eb2 0 . O%$,, + @, hence the claim. 
Remarks. (a) Proposition 1 which will soon be proved implies that 
the product map n$Yb, + %?!!, is bijective whichever way the factors of the 
tensor product are ordered. 
(b) It can be shown by arguments similar to the above ones that the 
product map qw, 0 %?i:> --f@+ is bijective. 
4.7. The following lemma is a variation on known results (e.g., [BoT, 
3.31). We shall need only a very special case of it, but it does not cost more 
to prove the general assertion stated here. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a group and (XI,..., X,,) a generating system of 
subgroups. Suppose that X possesses a central series x= 
Z,IZ~I>... IZ~IZ~+,={~} such that, for all jE{l,...,h}, one has 
Z, c Xi(,) . Zi+ , for some i(j) E { l,..., n }. Then: 
(i) .for every permutation CJ of the set {l,..., n>, the product map 
xo,,,x “’ XXl7(n~--,X (16) 
is surjective; 
(ii) tf that map is injective for one permutation C, it is injective for 
all 0. 
The proof will go by induction on h. Set X’ =X/Z, and let X( denote the 
canonical image of Xi in X’. The induction hypothesis applies to the group 
X’ and the subgroups Xl since the quotients Zi/Z, form a central series of 
x’ and Z,/Z, c Xi,,, ’ (Zj+ ,/Z,). 
(i) By induction, the product map 
(16’) 
is surjective. Since Z, is central in X and contained in Xichj, the assertion (i) 
follows. 
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(ii) Suppose that the map (16) is injective for some permutation of 
l,.., n and let r be any permutation of that set. Let xi, yip Xi (for all i) be 
such that 
III xr(i) = n Y,(l). (17) 
Since the map ( 16’) is now injective (because the map (16) is and Z, is con- 
tained in Xich)), the induction hypothesis implies that x,(~) E y,(i) (mod Z,), 
hence x*;(I: . y,(i) E Z, n Xrci) c Xich) n Xrti). If i(h) # r(i), the injectivity of 
(16) implies that Xich) n Xrci) = { 1 }, therefore xzci) = y,,,, and then, this last 
equality also holds when i(h) = r(i), by virtue of (17). The lemma is proved. 
4.8. Proof of Proposition 1. We use the notation of 3.4 and of the 
beginning of Section 4. Let U, be the complex unipotent algebraic group 
having L, as Lie algebra. The universal enveloping algebra %c+ of L, can 
be identified with the algebra Dist, U,, of distributions on U, supported at 
1, which we view as an algebra of differential operators on the algebra 
A, = C[ U,,] of polynomial functions on U,. For the definition of Dist, 
and basic properties of it which we shall use here, we refer the reader to 
[BrT2, 1.3.61 and, in particular, to the formula at the bottom of Zoc. cit., 
p. 22, a formula relating the multiplication in Dist, X with the co- 
multiplication in the affine algebra of X: we call it, in short, the 
“multiplication formula.” 
For any root a, we denote by U, the complex additive algebraic group 
whose Lie algebra is L,. It is readily verified that a regular (i.e., 
polynomial) function on that group belongs to the afline algebra Z[U,] of 
the group scheme U, (cf. 3.4) if and only if all elements of the algebra o&U 
take integral values on it. Let A, be the ring of all elements of A, on which 
all elements of %& take integral values, and set “11, = Spec A,. From the 
assertion (ii) of Lemma 1 and the “multiplication formula,” it follows that 
the product morphisms 
u,, x . . x u,, + u,. and Uh, x . . x u,, -+ U,) 
which are isomorphisms of algebraic varieties, extend to isomorphisms of 
schemes 
II,, x ... x I&, -+ u, (18) 
and 
II,, x . . . x u,, -+ II,. (18’) 
In particular, as a scheme, U,. is isomorphic to a product of afline lines and 
the inclusions Ub, + U,. extend to closed immersions of schemes U,, -P U,.; 
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we identify each U,, with its image in U,. Since @w is an algebra, the 
“multiplication formula” also implies that the product map U, x U, -+ U, 
extends to a morphism U, x U, + U,, which we call “product.” Further- 
more, the inversion map U, -+ U, also extends to a morphism U, + U,, 
namely the composition of the inverse of (18), the direct product of the 
inversion maps of the group schemes Uhk, the factor permutation 
u,, x ... x U,, + U,, x . . . x U,, and (18’). It is now clear that U, with the 
product morphism just defined is a group scheme over Z. 
Let Y = {c, ,..., c,} be a cfosed subset of {b, ,..., b,} ordered in such a way 
that if c, + ci = ck, then k < inf{ i, j}. We are going to show by induction on 
m that for any permutation 0 of cl,..., m}, the product morphism in U, 
defines an isomorphism of the scheme fl U,,,,, onto a closed subgroup 
scheme U, of U, which does not depend on CJ. This will prove 
Proposition 1 since every nilpotent set of roots can be taken as Y for a 
suitably chosen w. 
For Jo {l,..., m}, set Yj= {ci,..., c,} and let U,, denote the complex 
algebraic group U,., U,., .. . UC,. For j< m - 1, the induction hypothesis 
allows us to talk about the group scheme U, which has the desired proper- 
ties. For i, jE {2 ,..., m} and k + 1 = inf{ i, j>, the commutator of U,., and U,, 
is contained in U,. “By continuity,” it follows that the commutator 
morphism (inside U,) maps U,, x U,, in II,,. This implies that, for any ring 
R, the commutator set (U,;(R), U,,(R)) is contained in U,,(R). Thus, the 
sequence U,nz~,(R)r>U, 2(R)~ ... is a central series in the subgroup of 
II,,.(R)~call it U,(R)-generated by all U,,(( R). By Lemma 2, the product 
map 
n K~,,,(R) + &r(R) (19) 
is surjective for all permutations CJ of {l,..., m). But the existence of the 
isomorphism (18) implies that (19) is also injective for some permutation G. 
Therefore, again by Lemma 2, the product map (19) is bijective for all r~. 
This being true for every ring R, our claim ensues and the proposition is 
proved. 
5. DEFINING RELATIONS FOR GROUPS WITH ROOT DATA 
5.1. Roots 
The notation and terminology used in the present section will be related 
to, but not identical with, those of the previous ones. Let I be a set, 
let (I+‘, (s~)~~,) be a Coxeter system (cf. [Bol, IV.1.3]), let I: W-+N 
denote the “length function” and, for i E Z, set 
cli= {WE Wlf(s,w)>f(w)}. 
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The subsets of W of the form wai, for w E W and iE Z, are called the roots of 
W, or simply, when no confusion can arise, the roots. This definition is 
essentially equivalent with that of [Ti3, Sect. 21. If W is the Weyl group of 
Section 3, the roots considered there (or “real” roots) are in canonical 
bijection with the roots of W. We denote by @ = @( W) the set of all roots 
of W. A root CI is said to be positive (resp. negative) if, as a subset of W, it 
contains (resp. does not contain) 1. The complement of tl in W is also a 
root, denoted by --IX. A pair of roots {x, a} is said to be prenilpotent if 
both CI n fl and ( - c() n ( -b) are nonempty; in that case, the set, denoted 
by [cc, 81, of all roots containing c( n /3 and disjoint from ( -LY) n ( -/I) is 
finite. We also set [cc, fl[ = [cc, fl] - {a} and ICC, fi[ = [cr, 81 - {CI, B}. 
5.2. More Axioms 
In this whole section, we consider a group G and a generating system 
(Bx)zs~ of subgroups of G, indexed by @ and satisfying the conditions 
(RD 1) to (RD5) stated below. Here, B (resp. B ~ ) denotes the subgroup of 
G generated by all B, for a positive (resp. negative) and H is the intersec- 
tion of all B,. 
(RD1) If {GB} is a prenilpotent pair, there is an order 
(a = /?, , f12 ,..., fl,,,) on [IX, fl], starting at tl, such that B,, B,, . ... B,_ is a 
group. 
This group, which is of course the group generated by all B, for 
YE [a, fi], will be denoted by B,x,p,. 
(RD2) For iEZ, B,,nB .,=H. 
(RD3) For iE I, the group B,, has two double cosets in the group it 
generates with B r,. 
(RD4) For iE Z, there exists an element in (B,,, B...,) which 
conjugates B,j onto By,,{ for all p E @. 
In the sequel, we choose such an element, which we denote by s”,, and we 
let N be the group generated by H and all Si. 
(RDS) For iE1, B,,qB- and B-.,oB. 
5.3. Comments 
(a) When W if finite, the above axioms are a reformulation of the 
axioms of a saturated BN-pair with finite Weyl group (cf. [Ti3, Sect. 31). 
When W is infinite, BN-pairs are more general objects than those con- 
sidered here. As a matter of fact, we shall see below (cf. Proposition 4 and 
5.14(a)) that an important feature of the situation considered here is that if 
gives rise to two saturated BN-pairs, related to each other, namely (B, N) 
and (BP, N). Conversely, it follows from Theorem 2(i) (cf. 5.9) that the 
system (B,LEo is entirely determined by those two BN-pairs. It is therefore 
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possible (and, in fact, not difficult) to translate the above axioms in terms 
of properties of the subgroups B, BP, N, and to define, in that way, what 
could be called “double BN-pairs” (which, however, have nothing to do 
with the “doubles systemes de Tits” of [BrTl, Sect. 51); this reformulation 
of the axioms is left to the reader, who may be helped by looking at 
Proposition 4 below (cf. also [Ti6, 6.31) or at [TilO, 15.11. 
(b) The above axioms cover the case of “split” Kac-Moody groups 
considered in the present paper, but they also apply to the (not yet written) 
“relative theory,” i.e., the study of “twisted” KacMoody groups, deduced 
from the split ones by Galois descent. In those applications, the subgroups 
B, always have a semi-direct decomposition B, = U, x H, where the U, 
are permuted under conjugation by the elements of N, and the following 
strengthening of (RDl ) holds: 
(RDl’) If CI, fl is a prenilpotent pair of distinct roots, then, the com- 
mutator of U, and U,{ is contained in the group generated by all Cl,., for 
i’ E 1% BC. 
The existence of such 17, may be called the Moufang condition as it 
essentially amounts to the Moufang condition of [Ti3, Appendix; Ti4] 
when W is finite and ( W, (s,),, ,) has no direct factor of type A,. In the case 
of a finite group W, the systems satisfying the Moufang condition are 
nothing else but the “donnees radicielles” of [Til; Ti9] and, when G itself 
is finite, they generalize slightly the so-called split BN-pairs (cf., e.g., [Ri]). 
In general, our system of axioms including the Mo&ng condition turns out 
to be roughly equivalent to the system of axioms defining “refined Tits 
systems” in [KP2]; in fact, most results established in the present section 
generalize statements proved or conjectured in IOC. cit. 
(c) Here, we do not propose a name for the systems satisfying the 
axioms (RDI) to (RD5). In the title of Section 5, we have, in a loose 
fashion, used the expression “root data,” which would indeed be quite 
appropriate but has already received a much more restricted meaning in 
the literature, as we have just seen. 
Throughout Section 5, u,e keep the notation and hypotheses qf 5.2. 
5.4. LEMMA 3. (i) For any U’E W, there exists nE N such that 
nB,n ’ = B,., for all a E @. 
(ii) If CI and a’ are two distinct roots, B, # B,,. 
(iii) There is a unique homomorphism v: N -+ W such that, for n E N 
and tl E @, one has nB,n ~~’ = B,,(,,,(,,. Its kernel is H. 
Proof: (i) is an immediate consequence of (RD4). 
(ii) follows from (i) and (RD5) since there exists WE W such that 
WCI = --CY, for some i whereas WCI is positive. 
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(iii) The existence and uniqueness of v is clear, by (i) and (ii). 
Observe that v(S;) = s, so that, in order to prove that the kernel of v is H, 
we only have to show that 5’ E H for all i, which is clear by (RD3), and 
that, if i, jE I are such that s,sj has finite order m in W, then (S,F,)” also 
belongs to H. Set i’ = i or j according as m is odd or even. The product of 
m - 1 factors s,s~s,. . . stabilizes aj. and -cli,. Therefore, the product of 
m - 1 factors S,Fjisi. . . normalizes both B,,. and B ~I,,, hence also the group 
they generate. Consequently, that same product S,?iS,... conjugates S,. into 
an element of irH, and the assertion readily follows. 
5.5. LEMMA 4. Let c1 he a positive root, and let i he an element of I. 
Then, one has B, B,S, c B,,S, B. 
Proof: Suppose first that (-E) n ( -a,) # /zr. Then, the pair {r ,a,} is 
prenilpotent. Set [cr,, a] = { 2, = yl, yz,..., y,}, where the yi are pairwise dif- 
ferent and ordered in such a way that B,,Ji’> ... BYm, is a group. Since Z, is 
the only positive root transformed by s, into a negative root, the roots 
S,Yz, S,Y3,-.r S,Y, are positive and we have 
B,B,,S,cB,,B;,z”‘B;,,,Si=B,,S,B,,,z”’ B,,,cB,,S;B, 
as claimed. 
Now, assume that ( - 3) n ( -a,) = @. Then x 3 -a, and N, 3 -z, which 
implies that the pair { 2, --r,) is prenilpotent. The root s,c( is positive 
because c( #a,. Set [cc,, s,a] = {a, =yr, yz ,..., ym}, where the roots yI are 
pairwise distinct and ordered in such a way that the product B,, B,, ... B;,_ 
is a group. Thus, B %, B,,;,, . . B.,,?_ is a group containing B,. As before, the 
roots sly, are positive for j 2 2. Also all y, are positive, of course. By (RDl ), 
(RD3) and (RD4), we have 
B,B,,s”,c B,B .,{l, S,} B,,= B~,,B,,,?...B,,,~~,(l, ai} B,, 
= B .,( B,,,2. . B.,,?“, u S, B;,, . B7J B,, 
cB Z,{l,Si} BcB,,{l,s”,} B,,B=B,{l,d,} B. 
On the other hand, B, B,,S, is disjoint from B,, B = B, otherwise, Sj would 
belong to B, in contradiction with (RD5). The proof is complete. 
5.6. PROPOSITION 3. Let w he an element qf W and let s,, s,,,? he a 
reduced expression of w. For j E { l,..., m }, set ws, = s,, . . . s,,, w,, = 1 and 
p,= wj , a,,. Then: 
(i) /3,,..., p,,, is the set qf all positive roots transformed by u’ ’ into a 
negative root; 
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(ii) B,,.:= B,j,.. B,,,, is a group which depends only on w and not on 
the chosen reduced expression; when w = 1, set B,, = H; 
(iii) if BB, denotes a set of representatives of Bp,/H in BP,, the product 
map H x Bk, x . . . x Bijn, + B,. is hijective; 
(iv) if we set B;, = B,, - H, then B,, wB= BF, Bi;, .‘. BrmwB= BwB. 
Proof: (i) It is known that c(, is the only positive root transformed by s, 
into a negative root. Therefore, any positive root transformed by M’ ’ into 
a negative root must be one of the fi,. Conversely, since si, . . s,~, is reduced, 
B, contains .r!, ~, f s,, = “1, -‘, and does not contain s, .. s,,,~ = u’, ‘, M’, 
therefore \v, , c(,! = /?, is positive whereas M’ ‘M’ i ,x,, = MI ‘I/?, is negative. 
Hence the claim. 
The other assertions will be proved by induction on m. We set 
12 - tt ,~ I =.~,,“‘s,nz-, and CI = CI,,. 
(ii) By the induction hypothesis, B,], ... B,__I = B,. is the group 
generated by B,j, ,..., B,_ ,. As in the statement of the proposition, we set 
B,, = B,,, B,j”,. From (i), it follows that, for Jo { l,..., m - 1 }, the set 
[fl,, pnl[ = [/?,, ,O,,,] - i/1,,,} is contained in {fl,,..., fl,,- ,}. If X denotes the 
group generated by all B;., for YE [fi,, fl,[, we have, by (RDl), 
B,,. B,, = B,, B,j,n B,j, c B,,.. XB,, = B,.. Born = B,,,. 
Also, B,,.B,<“, = B,,.. Consequently, B,,. is the group generated by all Bg. 
By (i), it does not depend on the chosen reduced decomposition of w. 
Hence (ii ). 
(iii) Clearly, HBB, . ,jm B’ = B,, Therefore, in view of the induction 
hypothesis, we only have to show that, if h and b’ are distinct elements of 
B;l”, 1 then B,,., . h and B,,,. . h’ are disjoint. Suppose the contrary. We have 
h’h ’ E B,, ,, hence (B,{“, - H) n B,,.. # a. Conjugating by a representative of 
3’ 1 in N, we get (B, - H) n B- # a. Let h” be an element of 
;S, - H) A B In B 3 h”, there is an element n which conjugates B_, onto 
B,. Since n and B I are contained in BP, so must be B,, in contradiction 
with (RD5). Hence (iii). 
(iv) Since B,,,wBc BwB, we must only show that BwBc 
Bz, Bz”,wB. When M = 1, this follows immediately from Lemma 4 which 
implies that Bg,S,, B is stable under multiplication on the left by any B,, for 
b positive, hence stable under multiplication by B. Now, if m 22, the 
induction hypothesis allows the following computation: 
B;;.. BzmwB= B);;.. B$mm,w’B,*SimB 
= B;, . . ’ Bzmz ,ul’B.F, B = Bw’BF, B 
= Bw’B,*S,_B= BB,Z:,,wB= BwB. 
The proposition is proved. 
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5.7. Remark. Let us say that a subset Y of @ is convex if it is the set of 
all roots containing some nonempty subset of W and disjoint from another 
subset of W. Let pi,..., /I, be a finite, convex set of roots, ordered in such a 
way that, for all Jo { l,..., m - 1 }, the set { /I1 ,..., fij} is also convex. Then, 
arguments similar to those of the above proof show that 
B, = B,, . . . Born 
is a group and that one has “uniqueness of decomposition modulo H,” as 
in 56(iii). 
5.8. PROPOSITION 4. (i) The pairs (B, N) and (BP, N) are BN-pairs in 
G.OnehasBnN=B-nN=H. 
(ii) Ifs = si for some ie I and we W, one has (with the usual conven- 
tion identzfying elements of W with cosets qf H in N: cf. Lemma 3(iii)) 
BsBwBp = 
i 
BswBp if [(SW) < 1(w), 
BwBp u BswBp if I(M) > f(w). 
Proof (i) Let i, s, and w be as in (ii). Suppose that /(SW) > I(w) and let 
ss,, ’ . ’ Slm be a reduced expression of SW, so that s,, ... si_ is a reduced 
expression of w. Let 8, ,..., /?, and B,,. be as in the statement of 
Proposition 3. Assertion (i) of that proposition, applied to SW, implies that 
the roots s/I, ,..., s/I, are positive. Therefore, by Proposition 3(iv), 
BsBwB= BsB,wB= B. sB,.s. swB= BswB, 
and then, in view of axiom (RD3), 
Furthermore, since BP, = sB,,s, axiom (RD5) implies that SBS q B. Thus, 
(B, N) is a BN-pair in G (cf. [Ti3, 3.2.11). The relation B n N = H is an 
immediate consequence of (RD5) and Lemma 3. That the same assertions 
are still true when replacing B by BP immediately follows by simply obser- 
ving that the axioms of 5.2 remain valid if we change the name of B, into 
B_, for all IX E @. 
(ii) If I(sw) < l(w), the root w- ‘(a;) is negative. Therefore, by 
Proposition 3(iv), 
BsBwB_ = BsB,,wBm~ = BswB 
If I(sw) > I(w), assertion (i) and the part of (ii) just proved imply that 
BsBwB~=B~B~~swB~~B~{~,s}~B~~wB~=B~{~~,~}~B~. 
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But, clearly, BsBwK = BswB- , and, if the equality holds, we have (again 
using the part of the proposition already established) 
which implies that BwB = BswB-m , hence (ii). (In fact, Corollary 2 below 
shows that that last equality is impossible.) 
5.9. In order to allow a concise and suggestive statement of the next 
theorem, let us first establish a convention about the use we shall make of 
the expression “amalgamated sum.” For any subset Y of @, we denote by 
B, the subgroup of G generated by all B,, for a E Y. If B is a 
set of subsets of @ and if .%? denotes the union of all elements of 9, the 
inductive limit (cf. [Se, I.1 .l 1) of the system of groups 
B, for YE P, B, for r E $4 and H 
relative to the inclusions 
B,-+Bv and H+B, for YEEandaE Y, 
will simply be called the amalgamated sum of the subgroups B, qf G. ,for 
YEP. 
THEOREM 2. (i) For w E W, the group B,. of Proposition 3 is the intersec- 
tion of B and wB w ‘. In particular, B n B ~ = H. 
(ii) The group B is the amalgamated sum of the subgroups B,,.,{,, 
where {u, a} runs over all prenilpotent pairs of positive roots. 
(iii) Let G be the amalgamated sum of the groups B,,,,, and B{,,, -x,1) 
where (~1, fl } runs over all prenilpotent pairs of roots and i runs over I. “Iden- 
tify’ all B, with their canonical images in G and denote by s\ the image oj’S, 
in G via the canonical map B (+ 2, i -+ c?. Then, the kernel of the canonicul 
epimorphism G + G is the smallest normal subgroup of i? containing all 
elements (?I’ the ,fhrm s: bs,! --‘h’ -‘, where b E B,{ .fbr some fl and 
b’ = S, b.?, ’ E B,,,,,, 
5.10. The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 5. (f w and j3, ,..., fl,,, are LIS in Proposition 3, the group B,, 
dejined there is the umalgamated sum qf all subgroups BFlr,l,li,l .for 
h, kE {l,..., m}. 
Proof We prove the result by induction on m. Let X be the 
amalgamated sum in question. Set Y’ = {/3, ,..., b,+, }, Y” = (fiz ,..., S,} 
and Y’” = Y’ A yl”. By the induction hypothesis, B,,, B,.., and By,,, are the 
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amalgamated sums of their subgroups of the form BCllh,Bk,; indeed, even 
though the sets !Y” and Y”’ are not exactly of the same nature as the set 
i/J, y..., Bm1, h Y t e are transformed of such a set by s,,. Thus, the groups 
BP,> B,,,,,,j,,, BY, BP,., By, are canonically injected in X and, by abuse of 
notation, their images in X will also be denoted by B,,, ficpl,p,,,.... Observe 
that, by axiom (RDI), B,,{,.,_, c B,, . By.,. Now, computing in X, we have 
B,; By..= B,; By.,,. B,j_= B,; B,_. B,..c B,_. B,.. By 
= B,j_. B,. . B,, = B,. B,, , 
from which immediately follows that B,, . By is a subgroup of X, hence 
coincides with it. Now, if h E B,, and 6’ E B,.. are such that 66’ belongs to 
the kernel of the canonical homomorphism X+ B,., then 66’ is equal to 1 
in B,., which implies tat b, b’ are elements of H inverse of each other; 
therefore bb’ = 1 in X also. Q.E.D. 
5.11. Proqf‘ qf‘ Theorem 2 
The assertions (i) and (ii) will be deduced from the isomorphism of two 
ordered sets A and A’, which we first define. 
Let B be the amalgamated sum described in assertion (ii) of the theorem. 
For any w E W, Lemma 5 implies the existence of a canonical injection of 
B,v in B, whose image we also call B,.. The image of an element b of B by 
the canonical homomorphism B + B will be denoted by 6. Let C be the 
ordered set of all simplices of codimension d 2 and spherical cotype of the 
Coxeter complex of W. Thus, the elements of 2 can be written uniquely 
as cosets wW,, where J c I, card Jd 2, W, = (s, 1 jc J), W,, is finite, and 
is “J-anti-reduced” on the right, by which we mean that 
Tw) = sup(l( )I x XE wW,>; the order relation on C is the opposite of the 
inclusion relation. Now, A is the set of all couples (x, wW,), where 
w W, E C and x E BIB,., ordered as follows: 
(x, w WJ) d (x’, w’ WJ.) if wW,3 w’W,, and x = x’B,, 
(where w and w’ are of course assumed to be J-anti-reduced and J-anti- 
reduced, respectively). As for A’, it is the set of all simplices of codimension 
d 2 and spherical cotype of the building of G relative to the BN-pair 
(B_ , N) (cf. Proposition 4 and [Ti3, Sect. 31); in other words, it consists of 
the cosets gBp W,B- in G, where J runs over the same subsets of I as 
above, the order relation being again the opposite of the inclusion. The 
crux of our argument is that the map K: A + A’ defined by 
(bB,., wW,)1-+6wBp W,B 
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is a covering ( = re&tement) in the sense of [TilO, Sect. 31; the verification 
of that fact requires a certain amount of checking, but it is straightforward 
and we leave it to the reader. Now, by lot. cit., Proposition 2, K is an 
isomorphism of ordered sets. The group B acts on A’ through B and on A 
in the obvious way (by b(x, wW,) = (b x, w W,)), and it is clear that those 
two actions are compatible with K. Thus, for WE W, the stabilizer in B of 
(B ,,., 12‘ { 1 ) ), which is B,, , coincides with the stabilizer of ti( B,, w. { 1 }) = 
wB , which is the inverse image of Bn wBpw~ ’ in B. For uz= 1, this 
provides assertion (ii) of the theorem, and assertion (i) follows, taking w 
arbitrary. 
We now proceed to prove (iii), and take over the notation of the 
statement of that assertion. Let G, be the quotient of G by its smallest nor- 
mal subgroup containing the elements s:hs:h’~’ of the statement. We have 
canonical homomorphisms G --+ G, -+ G. For fl E @, the images of B, and H 
in G, will also be denoted by B, and H. Let B, (resp. A’,) be the subgroup 
of G, generated by all B, for /I positive (resp. by H and the canonical 
images of all s\ in G,). Observe that, in G,, the subgroups B, satisfy the 
axioms (RDl ) to (RD5). Therefore, by Proposition 4 and Lemma 3, 
(B,, N,) is a BN-pair in G, with Weyl group W. From the Bruhat 
decompositions of G, and G, one deduces that the kernel of the canonical 
map G, -+ G coincides with the kernel of the canonical map B, + B, but the 
latter is trivial in view of assertion (ii), already proved, applied to both G 
and G,. 
5.12. COROLLARY 1. If’iEI, one hass,B nB=(25. 
ProojY Suppose the contrary and let h E B and 6’ E B- be such that 
.Y, = hh’. Since S, B .,S,- ’ = B,,, we have h’B .,b’ ’ = b ‘B,, h. Being respec- 
tively contained in B-- and B, the two members of that equality must be 
contained in H (by Theorem 2(i)); therefore, B,,c bHb--I. Set 
B: = B n Sjm ’ B.7,. From Proposition 3(iv), where one takes w = si, it follows 
that B=B:.B,,. Set b=b,b,, with b,EB,, and b,EBI. We have 
B,,= b, ’ B,b, c b,Hb, ’ c B: and, conjugating by S,, B...,c B, in 
contradiction with axiom (RD5). The corollary is proved. 
5.13. COROLLARY 2. The map M’ H B wB is a bijection of W onto 
B \G/B. 
Proof: This follows from 5.8(ii) and 5.12 by the same argument as the 
one used for instance in [Boll to establish the Bruhat decomposition of a 
group with BN-pair. 
5.14. Remarks. (a) It can be shown that the BN-pairs (B, N) and 
(B- , N) are saturated (cf. [Ti3, 3.2.51). 
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(b) When W is finite, one shows easily, by the sort of arguments 
used in 3.7(a), that the canonical map G + G of Theorem 2(iii) is an 
isomorphism. 
(c) Theorem 2 is closely related to the results of [TilO, Sect. 1.51. 
Indeed, it follows from Proposition 4 and Corollary 1 above that the 
axioms of [TilO, 15.21, are satisfied if we set U = BP ; thus, Proposition 3 
of lot. cit. applies here. However, unlike Proposition 5 of [TilO], it does 
not seem that our Theorem 2 is merely a formal consequence of 
Proposition 3 of [TilO]. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let !-j denote the free product of the group functors 2, Uj and U ~; for all 
FEZ; thus, $3(R) is, as in 3.3, the free product of the groups 2(R), U,(R), 
and U-,(R) and, for any ring homomorphism p: R + R’, the 
homomorphism as(p) is defined in the obvious way. Let y”: 9 + 6 be the 
homomorphism of group functors extending the identity of 2, Ui, and U ~,. 
For every ring R, the group homomorphism y(R) is surjective (cf. 3.8). Let 
y: !$ -+ 8 be the homomorphism whose restriction to 2 is v] and whose 
restriction to U, (resp. Upi) coincides with the restriction of ‘pi to the upper 
(resp. lower triangular) unipotent subgroup functor of Gp?2: here, both U, 
and that upper triangular unipotent subgroup are identified with 9lbb in 
the natural way. Assertion (i) of the theorem means that, for any ring R, 
there exists a homomorphism x(R): 6(R) -+ B(R) such that 
y(R) = rr( R) 0 y(R); in other words, Ker -p(R) c Ker y(R). (**) 
Let 9 denote the category of all rings R such that (**) holds; we must 
show that it contains all rings. This will follow from the observations (A), 
(B), (C) below. To understand the proofs of (A) and (B), the reader may 
find it useful to draw for himself the relevant commutative diagrams, which 
are omitted here in order to spare the printer. 
(A) -If‘ 1: R + K is an injection qf a ring R in a field K and if K E 2, 
then RE&?. 
Indeed, since S(l) L (R) = y(K) 0 b(z) = x(K) c *T(K) 3 $3(l) = 
x(K) 0 O(r) 0 17(R), and since S(z) is injective by axiom (KMG4) of 
Section 2, Ker p(R) c Ker y(R). 
(B) Let pk,: R,, -+ R be a family of ring homomorphism such that any 
,finite subset of R II R x is contained in the image of R, II Rc by pP for some 
p. (Examples: the family may consist of a single homomorphism R’ + R 
mapping R’” onto R”, or (R,) may be a directed set of subrings of R 
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whose union is R, the maps pr being the inclusion maps.) Then, if all R, 
belong to 92, so does R. 
From the hypothesis made on (p,) and the form of the relations defining 
Q(R) (cf. 3.8), it follows that every element x of Ker y”(R) is the image by 
b(p,) of an element x’ of Ker y’(R,) for some /A. But then, 
y(R)(x) = (y(R)“b(~,,))(x’) = WP,,~~(R,))(~‘) 
= (Q(p,,)~n(R,)@~(R,,))(x’)= 1, 
hence the claim. 
(C) We have CE9. 
This is immediate by the definition of 8 and axiom (KGM 5). 
Now, (i) follows from the fact that every ring is the union of its finitely 
generated subrings, which form a directed set, and that, for every finitely 
generated ring R, there exist a subring R’ of C and an epimorphism R’ + R 
mapping R’ x onto R ‘. 
Let now K be a field, and let us assume that, for all in I, the group 
q;(G&(K)) is contained neither in ~(a+ (K)) nor in ~(a- (K)). For aE @, 
let B, be the product of the canonical images of U,(K) and 2(K) in g(K), 
and set B,= rr(K)(B,). From the assumption made on cp;(GQ,(K)) and 
standard properties of the group 62?(K), it follows that the canonical 
maps 2(K) D( U,(K) + B,, hence also the maps B,, + B, (restriction of 
n(K)) and, more generally, by conjugation, the maps 8, + B, (a E @) are 
isomorphisms. From the defining relations of g,(K) (cf. 3.6 and 3.7(e)), it 
follows that the system of subgroups (B,) of 6(R), hence also the system of 
subgroups (B,) of B(R), satisfies the axioms (RDl ) to (RD4) of 5.2: here, 
W is the Weyl group of 3.1 and, for i E I and w E W, the root wai is “iden- 
tified” with the root wc(; of 5.1. By the assumption made on cpi(Gie,(K)), 
the system (B,) also satisfies axiom (RD5). But then, again by 3.6 and 
3.7(e), Theorem 2(iii) precisely says that n(K) is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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